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 Johnny is very shy and withdrawn, invariably 
helpful but with little interest in people or in 
the world of reality. A meek and tidy soul, he 
has a need for order and structure, and a 
passion for detail. 

  
 Is Johnny more likely to be a librarian or a 
farmer? 
 Librarian #: 
 Farmer #: 
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Thinking, Fast and Slow. Daniel Kahneman, 2013 



 The population of a mid size city like Durham in 
North Carolina is about 500 thousand people. 
Milwaukee is a large city in the state of 
Wisconsin in the north of the United States. 
 Average Estimate for Population of Milwaukee? 

  
 The population of a large size city like Los 
Angeles in California is about 14 million people. 
Milwaukee is a large city in the state of 
Wisconsin in the north of the United States. 
 Average Estimate for Population of Milwaukee? 
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Agenda 
§ Hurdles In Privacy Decision Making 
§ Choice Architecture Applied to Privacy Tools 
§ Group exercise: Evaluation of Web Privacy 

Tool 
§  Advertising Industry Opt-Out Tools 
§  Privacy Tools for Facebook 
§ Conclusion 
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Hurdles in 
(Privacy) 

Decision Making 
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Privacy Decision Making Under 
Uncertainty 

Asymmetric and Incomplete information 
§ How user’s information will be used? 
§ Who is collecting user’s information? 
§ What other information the website knows 

about the user? 
§ With whom would user’s information be 

shared? 
§ How does the website protect user’s 

information? 
§ Can user control or limit how website uses 

his information? 
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Cognitive Limitations 
Bounded Rationality 
§  Limited memory resources 
§  Limited cognitive resources 
§  Limited attention  
§ Difficult to assess and foresee risks 
§ Difficult to assess all alternatives 
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Behavioral Biases 
Optimism and Overconfidence 
§ Underestimate Privacy Risks 
Status Quo 
§ Conform to the norms 
§  Affinity to default choices 
Hyperbolic Time Discounting 
§ Overestimate present benefits of disclosure 
§ Underestimate future risks  
Loss Aversion 
§  Losses are weighted more than gains 
§  Endowment effect 
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Decision Making Heuristics 
§  Availability  
§ Representativeness  
§  Anchoring 
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Choice 
Architecture 
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Design Choices 
§  Information: Reduces information asymmetries 

and provides a realistic perspective of risks 
- Awareness 
- Education 
- Feedback 

§  Presentation: Provides contextual cues 
through the User Interface to reduce cognitive 
load and covey the risk properly 
-  Framing 
-  Ordering 
-  Saliency 
-  Structure 
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Design Choices 
§ Defaults: Reduce users’ effort by configuring 

the tool according to what is most likely to 
conform to most users’ expectations 

§  Incentives: Motivate users to behave according 
to their stated preferences  
-  Cost (e.g., make it harder to make mistakes) 
-  Rewards (e.g., reward for safe behavior) 

§  Time: Define the right moment to intervene 
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Tracking 
Blockers 

Browser Plugins 
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Short and Clear Description 
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Visual Cues 
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Salient Relevant information 
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Creates Awareness and Gives Feedback  
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Structured Notice and Protective Default 
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Verbose Description 
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Order of Choices Distracts Users 
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Default Active Alert Bubble  
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Blocking Choices Shown Late & Off by Default 
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Discourage to Block Tracking 
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Creates Awareness 
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Unstructured Choices & Ineffective Visual 
Cues 
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Ad Industry Opt-
Out Tools 
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Targeted Ads 



Ineffective Awareness 
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Default Tab List the Fewer Companies 
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Extra Effort to Opt Out of More 
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Privacy Tools for 
Facebook 
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Just in time Intervention 
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Salient and Structured Notice 
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Passive aggressive people irritate the hell out of me, if you can't say 
something to my face maybe you should keep your mouth shut. 

Passive aggressive people irritate the hell out of me, if you can't say 
something to my face maybe you should keep your mouth shut. 

Facebook Nudges 



“That was almost the ‘Oh wow’ moment when I realized 
that more people could see my posts than I thought about”

These people and ANYONE ON THE INTERNET can see your post.
 

So I bought a Rick Pitino Makers bottle for $50 and turned 
around and sold it for $180, lol... 

These people and ANYONE ON THE INTERNET can see your post.
 

  

Improved Awareness 



“It helped me avoid getting into fights on Facebook 
because you have to stop and think.”

Congratulations to the great State of Mississippi for ratifying the 13th 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution to ban slavery. Oh wait, wasn't 
that supposed to be done 148 years ago?

Slowed Down Participants 

“I used it to correct grammatical errors or statuses that 
looked off.” 



not excited about still being sick after spending all 
afternoon in bed not doing my paper or having fun. 

 

not excited about still being sick wtf 
 

Cancel

Assisted Decision Making 



Conclusions 
§  Behavioral biases affect privacy decision making 
§  Good tool design needs to take these biases 

into account 
§  Tools can both mitigate and leverage biases to 

assist users’ decisions 
§  Every design choice will impact users’ behavior 
§  Good tools can have a positive impact on users’ 

behaviors   
§  Usability testing can help to assess the 

effectiveness of  privacy tools 
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Thank you! 
 

Questions? 
 

Contact: pleon@law.stanford.edu 
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